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The Pacifi c Northwest Metropolitan Owners 
Club (PNMOC) is a Chapter of the Metropolitan 
Owners Club of North America (MOCNA). 
We invite everyone with an interest in the 
Metropolitan designed by Nash and sold by 
Nash, Hudson, and American Motors, to visit 
our website: www.PNMOC.org, and enjoy the 
many photos of our amazing cars and events. 
Membership information? www.PNMOC.org.

You can also fi nd us at the Federal Way Senior 
Center the fi rst Sunday of every month at 1:00 pm.
             Come look at the Mets, ask all the 
         questions you like, and if you like 
  what you see, join in the fun as 
       a club member. You don’t 
           need to own a Met to join - 
     but I’ll bet it won’t be 
          long before you fi nd 
    a Met that you 
         can’t resist!

  
   



The Nash Metropolitan was 
designed in the early 1950’s to appeal to a new 
market: women! Dad always drove the family 
car to work leaving mom to fend for herself. 
The Met was designed as a car small enough for 
women to handle easily that would be ideal to 
take them on errands and shopping.

Austin of England (MG, Healy, 
Bantam and many more) contracted with Nash 
to build the Met on their smaller tooled 

An example of the ‘59 -’62 Series IV Metropolitan. This owner has outfitted his Met with a ‘60 Rossell one-wheeled trailer made in Venice, California.

Devon; The 1955 (series II) Nash and Hudson 
equiped with a new production 42 hp engine; 
The 1956 -1958 (series III) AMC Metropolitans 
which sported a fl ashy new two tone paint 
scheme and a 52 hp engine; and the 1959 - 1962 
(series IV) AMC bumping that horse-power up 
to a big 55! 

The ‘56 -’58 Series III had a 

much flashier paint scheme and 

10 more horsepower!

A ‘54 - ’55 Series I & II Metropolitan. The engine and clutch were the major differences.

A ‘54 - ’55 Series I & II MetropolitanTh

New for 1959 - wing windows, glove 
box door, one piece wrap around rear window 
and exterior trunk lid. The ‘54-’58 Mets did not 
have an exterior trunk lid - the only access was 
through the back seat!

And that’s not all, the Metropolitan 
gets 35-40 miles per gallon!

production lines and shipped the fi nished Mets 
to North America for sales in our Nash and 
Hudson dealerships. Nash and Hudson merged 
in early 1954 becoming American Motors 
Corporation. 

There were four series of Metropolitan 
produced. The 1954 (series I) Nash Metropolitan 
using a 42 hp engine borrowed from the Austin 
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